
Abstract 

Central Asia, crossroads of ancient trade routes known as the Silk Road, absorbed for 

centuries the pulses of travelling cultural influences and created an environment for the 

existence of original artistic expression, which can be seen in jewellery making as well. The 

dissertation thesis deals with analysis of the findings from excavation units and individual 

pieces of jewellery, in most cases made of gold, which were often largely inspired by the 

culture of the ancient Mediterranean. The historical - geographic perspective of the work is 

focused primarily on territory of ancient Bactria and Gandhara - southern part of the former 

Soviet republics of Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, then northern and eastern Afghanistan and 

northern Pakistan. These areas were in the past centers of military activities and political 

formations, followed up in many aspects on the Mediterranean traditions. These political 

formations contributed distinctly to the dissemination and preservation of some elements of 

ancient cultural heritage in Central Asian architecture, sculpture and other fine arts and 

crafts. Most jewelry findings come from a fairly turbulent period of the 1st century AD, when 

the territory of Central Asia saw the progressive formation of Kushan Empire. 

The main part of the thesis consists of summary of the findings of Central Asian jewellery, 

dividing them into several groups according to their position on the body of wearers. The 

attention is focused on Mediterranean influences from a technological (production and 

decoration processes) and iconographic (frequently occurring themes as inspirations from 

ancient mythology) point of view. Jewellery findings are compared with available local 

iconographic depictions from the mural paintings, sculpture and terracottas. In addition to a 

basic overview of the jewellery spectrum there are mentioned parallels with special 

emphasis on examples from Mediterranean environment. Comparative material comes from 

the broad area from northern Black Sea to the territory of today's China. Catalogue of the 

analysed jewellery is included to the thesis as well. 
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